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2016

Formulaction celebrates its 2000th instrument sale in the formulation industry, demonstrating its leading position in

the characterization of the concentrated dispersions.
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2016

Launching of a new range of instruments, FLUIDICAM, based on microfuidics. The Fluidicam RHEO is dedicated to

viscosity measurements under high shear rates, with an extreme accuracy even at low viscosities, and low sample

consumption. 

 

Launching of the Rheolaser CRYSTAL , new instrument dedicated to thermal analysis and phase transition detection,

based on MS-DWS.
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2016

2013

TURBISOFT 2.0 is released, a breakthrough in data treatment and focused on the Turbiscan Stability Index (TSI).

2013

Launching of the Rheolaser MASTER, spearhead of the Rheolaser range, dedicated to gel formation and viscoelastic

analysis.

Launching of a new range of instruments for microrheology (Rheolaser™) based on multiple light scattering in
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2009

dynamic mode (MS-DWS). 

2008

Foundation of Formulaction Inc, American subsidiary of Formulaction, based in Philadelphia.

2007

Formulaction celebrates the 1000th Turbiscan™ sale and consolidates its leader position on the worldwide market of

stability of concentrated dispersions.

2006

Launching of Horus™, the frst commercial instrument based on optical Multi-Speckle-Diffusing Wave

Spectroscopy, to analyse flm formation (drying, curing).

2003

Launching of the Turbiscan™ AGS , multi-samples station for high throughput stability analysis of dispersions.

Launching of the Turbiscan™ LAB, a new generation of instruments with high performances which dramatically
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2001

increased the number of users in the world.

2000

26 distributors and agents commercialise the Turbiscan all over the world.

1999

Awards for the Turbiscan™ ONLINE  at the International Exhibition & Conferences for Instrumentation PITTCON,

Orlando (USA).

1998

Launching of the Turbiscan™ ONLINE, instrument dedicated to process monitoring of dispersions in real time.

1997

Awards for the Turbiscan™ MA2000  at the International Exhibition & Conferences for Instrumentation PITTCON,

New Orleans (USA).

Innovation Awards for the Turbiscan™ concept analysis granted by the French technical magazine « L’Usine
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